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Car tariffs prepare America for war
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Our question to Merkel is whether
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logic and policy objective or whether she
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Trump's logic has been consistent. In
talks. As Trump sees it, German cars
his first National Security Strategy in
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Dec. 2017, he wrote, "A healthy defense
of a security threat than German cars
industrial base is a critical element of U.S.
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by a small set of
prime suppliers
engaged solely
in production
for both tracked
and wheeled
vehicles. There
are two main suppliers for tracked tactical vehicles – one supplier specializing
in steel fighting vehicles and another
specializing mostly in aluminum armored
vehicles. Wheeled combat service support
vehicles are considered a defense-unique
product, but the industrial base supporting this subsector is highly dependent on
commercial automotive technology and
production capabilities."
As part of the steel investigation, CEO
John Ferriola of Nucor, the largest U.S.
steel producer, told the Commerce Dept.
in a public hearing on May 24, 2017, that,
"Steel used in national defense applications may be a relatively small share of
our overall sales, but those products are
made at the same facilities and by the
same workers who make other products...
In a time of national crisis, the U.S. cannot
afford to rely on imported steel slabs from
foreign suppliers like China or Russia."
When the report on the car-industry
investigation is released in the coming
weeks, similar statements from manufacturers about their contributions to
military vehicles and other defense equipment will no doubt be included. The
reality is that if the U.S. had to fight WWII
today, it wouldn't be able to do it.
The question is whether Trump is sincere about national security or whether
his car tariffs are just a way to win votes.
Or is he instead engaged in a double
bluff? Maybe he wants us to think that all
he cares about are votes, when in fact he
is methodically preparing for war.
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